Analytic storytelling (edition 2)

Searching and managing your literature (edition 2)

Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA)
Theoretical and methodological background QCA
Practicability of doing QCA

Guided peer support for PhD candidates (edition 3)

Multi-level modeling 2: structural equation modeling (SEM)
Introduction to MPlus
Multilevel SEM
Bring your own topics

Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA)
Theoretical and methodological background QCA
Practicability of doing QCA

Guided peer support for PhD candidates (edition 3)

Doing the literature review (edition 2)
The different steps of the systematic literature review
Reflection on your own literature review

Research synthesis and meta-analysis
Search for relevant studies and retrieve the necessary information

Research synthesis and meta-analysis
Derive a combined effect size; the different methodological choices
Analyzing differences between effect sizes; various techniques to explain heterogeneity
Your meta-analysis in a research paper

Professionalism and integrity in research (edition 3)

Responsible research data management (edition 2)

Data visualization, web scraping, and text analysis in R
Introduction data, science process data science
Visualizing data
Sentiment analysis, text mining, and sorting out data

Large-scale register data for quantitative social research
Introduction to register data
Working with register data at CBS
How to write a global plan of analysis
From research question to analysis plan

Doing ethnography
What is ethnography?
Doing ethnography
Analysis and writing ethnography
Doing ethnography
Bring your own work

Photovoice
Introduction on the basis of photograph/image brought by participants
Discussion of the gathered material and first exercises with photovoice analysis, based on own material
Discussion of the analysis

Professionalism and integrity in research (edition 3)

Responsible research data management (edition 2)

Data visualization, web scraping, and text analysis in R
Introduction data, science process data science
Visualizing data
Sentiment analysis, text mining, and sorting out data

Large-scale register data for quantitative social research
Introduction to register data
Working with register data at CBS
How to write a global plan of analysis
From research question to analysis plan

Doing ethnography
What is ethnography?
Doing ethnography
Analysis and writing ethnography
Doing ethnography
Bring your own work

Photovoice
Introduction on the basis of photograph/image brought by participants
Discussion of the gathered material and first exercises with photovoice analysis, based on own material
Discussion of the analysis